Introduction
The development of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies is accompanied by a series of challenges ranging from problems with storage of large amounts of data to the under-
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Availability: HOPE is running as a web server available at www.cmbi.ru.nl/hope/ EMBnet.journal 17.1 standing of all pathways and mechanisms in an organism [1] . One of these new challenges is the analysis and prioritisation of putative diseasecausing point-mutations in human genetics studies. It has been estimated that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occur as frequently as every 100-300 bases. This implies that in an entire human genome we can potentially find 10 to 30 million SNPs [2] . The publicly available Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (db-SNP) nowadays contains over 30 million variations of which over 12 million are located in genes [3] . A variant is called a SNP when it occurs in at least 1% of the population. This implies that most SNPs are not directly related to a serious disease because if they were, we would all be sick. Human genomes, however, also contain many rare variants and occasionally such a rare variant causes a serious disease.
NGS is revolutionising the way human geneticists search for the causative genetic defects for disease states. In the past, extensive family tree analysis (linkage analysis) would be followed by cloning and sequencing a small region of the human genome and subsequent bioinformatics studies of the genetic variants found in this region. Nowadays, human geneticists routinely sequence the entire exome and occasionally, even the entire genome of a patient. While sequencing a human genome will become cheaper, faster, and easier in the coming years, it will remain difficult to identify which of the many observed mutations are responsible for the phenotype/disease of interest. The rate at which genomes can currently be sequenced demands for an automatic approach towards the analysis and classification of newly found variants. When hundreds of variants are detected, they must be sorted in order of likeliness that they are causative for the disease studied; this process is commonly known as prioritisation.
Prioritisation consists of two steps when variants in the exome are being analysed. First the chance must be determined that the protein is related to the phenotype studied, and second, the chance must be determined that the mutation alters the function of that protein. The protein for which the product of these two chances is highest is the best candidate for follow-up studies. The first step, determining how likely it is that a protein is related to a phenotype, is the realm of system biology. The second step, determining how likely it is that a variant alters the function of a protein, is the ultimate goal of the HOPE software, the topic of this study.
We want to know if a variation in the patient's genome is harmless or possibly disease-causing. To do this we need to compare the variation found in our patient with the 'normal' human genome. As there is no such thing as the average human, we will have to compare the variations in our patient with the variations found in a large cohort of human genomes. These variations can be found in databases, such as dbSNP [3] , and are described in the OMIM database [4] . By using information extracted from such databases we can classify the variations in our patient as either 'known to be harmless', 'known to cause a disease', 'previously found mutation with unknown effect' or even as a completely new mutation that is not present in the database(s) yet. A variations that is known to be harmless (often the ones that occur frequently in a population) can be removed from our list of putative disease-causing mutations. In case the variant matches an earlier described disease-causing mutation, there is no need for further investigation because the effect of the mutation is known already. Variants that fall in the categories 'unknown' and 'completely new' are worth further investigation. The next step is to find out whether a mutation is located in the coding sequence of a gene, or in a regulatory sequence, splice site, or otherwise functional DNA. A mutation located in a regulation site might disturb the transcription or regulation of the gene, resulting in aberrant production of the protein. In contrast, a mutation located in the protein's coding sequence is likely to affect the folding of the protein instead of its production.
To really investigate the effect of variants on the protein we need to look at its 3D-structure. Studies of the mutation in 3D, can provide insight in the effect of the mutation and lead to ideas for experiments that eventually can result in a cure for the disease studied. Unfortunately, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) provides full or partial structures for only about 20% of all human proteins, while structural information for another 20% of the human proteins can be obtained using homology modelling techniques. This leaves a 60% of the sequences without known protein 3D-structure. To find more information about these proteins we need to rely on other information sources, porated quickly. We also believe that the output of a mutation analysis server should be readable by life scientists, and not only by trained bioinformaticians. We therefore developed HOPE; a fully automatic program that can collect and combine all information available for a protein (including building a homology model when required) and produces a life scientist understandable report of the mutation at hand [15] .
HOPE collects information from a wide range of information sources including calculations on the 3D-coordinates of the protein using WHAT IF Web services [16, 17] , sequence annotations from the UniProt database [18] , conservation scores from HSSP [19] , and predictions by a series of Distributed Annotation System (DAS) services [20] . When possible, homology models are built with YASARA [21] . Data is stored in a database and combined in a decision scheme to identify the effects of a mutation on the protein's 3D structure and its function. The decision scheme ensures that the most reliable source of information is used for the report, being first the 3D-structure, followed by the annotations in UniProt, that in turn such as annotations and other information in databases, conservation scores from multiple sequence alignments, and predictions based on just the sequences. It is a time-consuming task to manually collect information from all these sources, combine them, and produce a coherent idea about the effect of the studied mutation. Not every (bio)medical researcher has the tools and the experience to work with bioinformatics databases, servers, and programs. More important is the fact that it is simply impossible to manually analyse every variant in the list that results from the NGS-run. An automatic approach is required.
A series of Web servers exist that can aid with the analysis of the effects of point mutations on a proteins structure and function. Table 1 lists many of these servers together with their present internet locations.
We believe that the analysis of disease related mutations should first of all include all smart ideas in the software listed in Table 1 
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quence-based prediction servers was required to obtain all information available for the protein.
Here we use these examples to validate HOPE. To extend the validation beyond our own projects that, after-all, guided the design of HOPE, we decided to test HOPE using projects that were recently described in well-known journals, such as the American Journal of Human Genetics, Nature Genetics, and Human Mutation. These journals are known to contain many articles about disease-causing mutations and their structural effects. We selected a list of mutations and performed the analyses both manually, using YASARA for model building and visualization, and automatically, using HOPE for modelling and analyses. By comparing the results we obtain an overview of the strong and weak points of HOPE, and of features that can be improved or added to the system.
Results and discussion
The full results of the analyses can be found at the HOPE website 1 and are summarized in Table  2 . We classified HOPE's result as 'good' when the HOPE report contained a clear and correct description of the effect of the mutation on the 3D-structure and/or function of the protein.
A result received the classification 'OK' when it contained most but not all crucial points about the mutations and no erroneous remarks were found in the report. Of course, we want the report to be as complete as possible but it will take years before we can include every possible information-source. Therefore, possible points for improvement are mentioned in the last column of the Table. Results that were fully correct and did no teach us anything about possible HOPE improvements are not listed in the Table but are available at the website. Since March 2010 users from all over the world have visited the website more than 1600 times.
In these in-house studies we compared the manual and automatic analyses of 79 mutations in 26 proteins. The number of mutations per 1 www.cmbi.ru.nl/~hvensela/HOPEresults/ are followed by sequence-based predictions. The user can submit his/her sequence and mutation of interest via the web-interface. The report will be shown at the same website and is illustrated with figures and animations showing the effects of the mutation.
While HOPE has been shown to often provide very accurate descriptions of the expected effects of mutations, it most certainly also makes the occasional error and it has limitations in terms of which bioinformatics aspects of mutant analyses it can address. We validated the software by repeating a large number of mutation analyses we performed manually in recent years and by analysing mutations described recently in articles published in high quality journals. In these articles the authors describe their analysis of the structure of the protein and the structural and/or functional effects of the mutation(s). This extensive study revealed a few HOPE-improvements that we have already implemented, and potential improvements that for a series of reasons cannot be implemented yet. Surprisingly, it also revealed a number of instances in which the authors of peer-reviewed articles in highly respected journals made errors in the bioinformatics underlying their conclusions regarding the molecular effects of the mutation studied. We believe that HOPE can help the human genetics community by providing a 'second opinion' to referees, and perhaps also to the human geneticists publishing their results. However, it should be kept in mind that HOPE is software and thus equally fallible as a human being.
Method
In recent years we collaborated in numerous human genetics projects, performing the mutation analyses, providing insight in the structural effects of mutations and, in some cases, we could also provide suggestions for new experiments. Often these studies required building a homology model, but occasionally structure information could not be obtained so that the use of se- OK, could benefit from information about the glycine-rich motif.
Good, results for P122L could be improved using the complete complex for analysis and information about residue stacking for R257. F84L  E104G  R228Q  P229Q  S413P  D446N OK, slight difference between the manual and automatic model, could benefit from using the complex for R228Q and information about the location of the membrane.
NDUS2 _ Human
Good, R94 could benefit from using the complex structure.
protein ranged from one to eight, and the protein length ranged from a small single-domain protein of 133 residues to a large multi-domain protein of 2022 residues. Nine mutations could be explained using the experimentally solved structure of the protein or protein-domain while 53 mutations could be explained using a homology model. In some cases we had to build multiple models for a single protein because these domains were only available as separate templates. For 17 mutation studies no solved structure or template could be identified and therefore our analyses had to rely on sequence based predictions and annotations. HOPE uses a very safe homology modelling threshold to make sure that the models are build only when a good template is available. Consequently, HOPE does not identify a template for NDP _ Human. However, the cysteine pattern in the sequence indicates that the protein adopts a cysteine-knot fold [22] . We were able to manually build and use a homology model for NDP. This is the only project in which we used different information sources for the manual and automatic approaches. To extend HOPE's validation beyond our inhouse projects we also analysed mutations that were reported in the literature. The selection criteria used to select test-cases from the literature included: one or more mutations were found to cause a disease, a description of the structural effects of the mutation(s) given in the article, and, if possible, a description of the model building process. The results are summarised in Table  3 . Again, we classified the results as good when HOPE was able to give a clear report that agrees with our manual analysis and that is as complete as possible, while 'OK' was used for correct but incomplete cases. As in Table 1 , results are not listed here if they would not teach us anything about potential HOPE improvements.
We analysed 66 mutations in 32 proteins of which 27 could be explained using the experimentally solved protein structure, 32 could be explained using a homology model. For the remaining 7 mutations we used other information sources.
Sometimes, the protein of interest was solved multiple times under different conditions. This means that HOPE had to choose which of these PDB-files to use for the analyses and/or model building. A decision schedule in HOPE will decide which template/structure to use based on the length of the aligned sequence, the percentage identity, the resolution of the solved structure, and of course on the necessity that the mutated residue must be part of the model. It sometimes happens that the authors of the article decided to use a different PDB-file. In case of the KFL1-project, for instance, this makes sense because a better template for modelling was not solved until after the article was published. In other cases the authors used experimental knowledge that only they could have to decide on a certain PDB-file as template because it contains the protein in a certain state such as active/inactive, open/closed, or bound to a certain ligand. As a result, some of HOPE's analyses were performed using a different PDB-file but in most cases this did not affect the outcome of the analyses. The choice of PDB file or modelling template indeed is a point of concern; Bywater recently worded this problem nicely [23] . Should we model the inactive state or the active state? Actually, we should probably model both states because if a mutation influences either one of the two, it will already influence the protein's function. Good, result for R134G could improve by using a model that covers more domains.
SMAD3 _ Human PMID:21217753

T261I R287W
Good, result for T261I could improve using the complex structure TLR2 _ Human T411I R579H P631H R753Q OK, could be improved using long distance relations and neighbour analysis in the complex.
ACAD9 _ Human PMID:20816094 E413K R518H
Good, result for R518 could benefit from long distance relations.
In our test-cases HOPE did not make any dramatic mistakes. However, some of the, otherwise correct, answers can be improved by the implementation of new Web services, by a smarter Good, could be improved using motif information from literature.
DPM3 _ Human PMID: 19576565
L85S
OK, could be improved using dimer-structure and a coiled-coil predictor.
CSKP _ Human PMID: 19200522
R28L
As good as possible, could be improved using splice-site analysis. OK, could be improved using the complete hexameric biological unit (not in PDB).
ABCAD _ Human PMID: 19944402 T4031A Good, could be improved using information about the motifs in literature.
DCTN1 _ Human PMID: 19136952 G71A Good, could benefit from motif information found in literature.
PGDH _ Human PMID: 18500342 A140P Could benefit dramatically from a better neighbour analysis.
EMBnet.journal 17.1 choice of modelling templates, or by the use of literature information. Table 4 shows a short summary of HOPE's strong points (green), points that will be improved in the (near) future (orange), and points that will not be improved soon (red). These points will be discussed more extensively below.
HOPE can: collect structural information from the 3D-structure or build a homology model when required
A protein's 3D-structure contains an enormous amount of useful information. The fact that HOPE builds and uses the homology model is one of its strong points because this doubles the percentage of human proteins for which 3D analysis is possible. The YASARA modelling script used in HOPE was one of the top-performers in the CASP 2008 and 2010 competition [24] . We have to keep in mind that every homology model represents only a prediction of the truth. However, the choice for one of the best modelling methods and the use of a safe homology-modelling threshold reduces the chance that HOPE analyses a completely wrong model.
HOPE can: use the most reliable information source and combine them
HOPE will always provide an answer. Even when there is hardly any information known about the protein, HOPE can still use predictions and information about the amino acids. The fact that HOPE uses structure, annotations, predictions, and conservation scores makes that HOPE gives more complete answers than most other servers that often use just one source of information.
HOPE can: give a clear and understandable answer for everyone in the (bio)medical fields
HOPE aims to serve a group of users in the field of life sciences that typically lack extensive bioinformatics experience. Therefore, the HOPE website and reports are as easy to use and understand as possible. Difficult bioinformatics keywords in the report are linked to our freely available online dictionary 2 that is based on WikiPedia's software 3 .
HOPE will, in the near future, be able to: choose the structure/templates for modelling
Template selection is difficult but occasionally crucial. If the template includes an interaction partner, knowledge about disturbance of the interface can be gained. If an enzyme has an active and an inactive form, then both should be modelled and analysed as disturbing any of Table 4 . Summary of HOPE's strong and weak points.
HOPE can:
collect structural information from the 3D-structure or build a homology model when required use the most reliable information source and combine them (known structure/homology model, UniProt annotations, conservation scores, predictions)
give a clear and understandable answer for everyone in the (bio)medical field HOPE will, in the near future, be able to:
choose the structure/templates for modelling in a more intelligent way, keeping in mind that the protein might be solved in different conformations, complexed with different ligands, and/or under varying conditions use more information from new DAS servers or other sources analyse also the mutated situation and compare this to the wild-type, model or structure analyse long-distance relations HOPE will not easily be able to:
use all information in the heads of the specialists all over the world to extract information from literature the two states will disturb the function. Currently, HOPE can detect multimeric interactions in case the used PDB file contains a multimer. However, not every protein was solved in its biological assembly making it difficult to detect the interactions between the protein of interest and its partners, and transient interaction partners are only seldom co-crystallised. For example, for the mutations in SMAD3 [25] HOPE performs its analyses using the PDB file of the SMAD3 monomer (1mjs [26] ) instead of the trimeric complex (1u7f [27]) because the first one has a significantly better resolution (1.91 vs 2.60 Å). Analyses of the mutation T281I could benefit from using the trimeric complex because this residue obviously makes protein-protein interactions at the trimer interface. In this example the interactions are not mentioned in the report, although HOPE does mention the possibility to form these interactions.
In the future we want to improve the choice for templates/structures by incorporating biologically assemblies from the protein interaction database PISA [28] and by using smarter algorithms for structure choices.
HOPE will, in the near future, be able to: use more information from new DAS servers or other sources
Nowadays, we can access an ever increasing number of servers and databases that all provide useful information. The latest NAR special volume on databases [29] lists hundreds of databases that all might for one project or another contain useful information, but obviously today's technological possibilities preclude use of all these databases. We do intend to let the number of databases grow that HOPE can tap in to, but logistics and maintenance issues will limit us to dozens of databases rather than hundreds. HOPE could then use this information and would give a more detailed report including this domain information. The validation of HOPE gave us new ideas for possible structure calculations and prediction services that can be used to improve the reports. For instance, mutation R28L in the CSKP project [30] probably affects a splice site. As soon as there is a server that provides information about splice sites in protein sequences we can include this in the HOPE reports, and if nobody makes such a server, we will in due time (have to) do it ourselves. Mutation L85S in DPM3 [31] shows that a prediction of coiled-coil domains can be useful, especially since this seems to be the only information known about this position. We also found new ideas for WHAT IF calculations that would improve the results and a few of them have already been implemented in the system (like whether a residue is lining the wall of a cavity).
HOPE will, in the near future, be able to: analyse also the mutated situation and compare this to the wild-type model or structure Insufficient detail is obtained when only the wild-type residue is analysed because the model of the mutant occasionally adds information. For instance, in the case of mutations in SPSY [32] we see that the mutant residue could possibly form new interactions thereby stabilising the protein structure and changing its behaviour. Currently, HOPE only finds the interactions that cause a loss of stability, not the ones that cause gain of stability. In the future we want to implement a module that looks for newly formed beneficial interactions. We already implemented, for example, a module that looks at the stabilising effects of prolines near the N-terminus of helices.
HOPE will, in the near future, be able to: analyse long-distance relations
All residues are in close contact with others. Mutation of one residue will thus also affect its spatial neighbours. For example, mutation R329P in PO3F4 [33] changes an arginine that forms hydrogenbonds an asparagine that binds directly to DNA. Mutation of this arginine can therefore indirectly affect DNA binding even though the residue itself was not found to contact DNA. In similar ways, mutations can affect ligand binding sites, active sites, etc., even when the residue itself is not found in such sites. To find these effects we plan to extend the HOPE modules with a neighbour-analysis module that considers all residues that make contact with the mutated residue. Analysis of distance relations that span more than two residues will remain difficult.
HOPE will not be able to: use all information in the heads of the specialists all over the world
Common knowledge obtained by years of experience in looking at protein structures cannot be stored in a database. In case of the R122P mutation in NDUF3 [34] , experience tells us that the mutation is located at the same side where EMBnet.journal 17.1 you can usually find the active site in homologous proteins. Today there is no easy way, yet, to annotate this type of information.
HOPE will not be able to: extract information from literature
Unfortunately, there is lots of information in the literature that is not (yet) stored in an easy accessible database. Sometimes this can simply be solved by annotating the information in the UniProt database. For instance, the location of the voltage-sensor in KCNA1 or the G-motif in TRPM6 can easily be added to the sequence features of the UniProt-records for these proteins. Analysing the results of HOPE for almost a hundred published cases, we realised that a trained protein structure bioinformatician knows an amazingly large number of 'little facts'. Putting this all in software will require a few more years of programming artificial intelligence code. Machine learning will not be able to do this work for us, as the number of 'little facts' that need to be encoded is still very much larger than the number of well analysed disease causing human variants.
Example result
We would like to share one of our projects as an example of what can already be done by HOPE and what will need to be improved in the future. Two mutations were analysed in protein EHMT1; C1042Y and R1166W. The protein structure of the domain of interest was solved and can be found in PDB file 3hna [35] .
By studying this protein structure we could see that the cysteine at position 1042 makes important interactions with one of the zinc-ions in the zinc-cluster in this protein. This cluster is probably important for stabilisation of the local structure Figure 2 . Overview of the mutations C1042Y and R1166W in the 3D-structure of EHMT1. The surface of only one of the monomers in the dimer is shown, the other monomer is depicted in cartoon representation. The mutated residues are colored green and indicated with red arrows. The Zinc-ions are shown as magenta balls while the ligand is shown in yellow balls. The insets show a close-up of the mutations. The side chain of the wild-type residue is now shown in green while the side chain of the mutant residue is shown in red. element that seems needed to correctly position the loops that make interactions with the other monomer. The mutation will cause the introduction of a bigger residue which will simply not fit here and will therefore affect dimerisation. HOPE mentions the same points in its report: the interactions with the zinc-ion will be lost and the bigger residue will not fit at the same position. However, HOPE misses the fact that this could affect dimerisation because the mutated residue is not in direct contact with the other monomer. As soon as we have implemented a more extensive contact-analysis, HOPE will also be able to identify this effect.
The second mutation converts arginine 1166 into a tryptophan. In the protein structure we can see that this residue is buried and in contact with the ligand. We used a WHAT IF option to find out that no rotamer of tryptophan will ever fit at this position. The mutant will disturb the structure of the ligand binding site. HOPE also produces a report that mentions the interaction between R1166 and the ligand, that a bigger residue will probably not fit at the same position and that this will disturb interaction with the ligand. However, HOPE did not try to fit all possible rotamers of tryptophan. We are currently implementing this option.
This example shows that HOPE can already give a correct and informative answer that can be obtained easily and automatically. It also shows that there are still possibilities to improve the system and to provide even more clear and stronger answers.
We even found a few cases in which HOPE provided significantly more information than could be found in the article. For example, the authors of the ALR _ human project [36] performed a large number of experiments to find out that the mutation affects the function of the protein and might cause complex IV deficiency. HOPE mentions that the mutation is located in the ERV/ALR sulfhydryl oxidase domain and makes hydrogenbonds to FAD. The difference in size and charge will disturb this interaction which will in turn affect the function of the protein.
In this second example we show that HOPE can even improve results of mutation analyses. In their study of mutations in SPMSY causing Snyder-Robinson-Syndrome the authors describe mutation I150T. They used the experimentally solved structure of the SPMSY and found that the mutant residue threonine could make a new hydrogenbond with aspartate 222 in the hydrophobic core. We performed the same analysis but could not identify the same hydrogenbond. The minimum distance between the side chains of threonine and aspartate was found to be 4.5Å whereas a maximum distance of 3.5Å is required for hydrogenbond formation. It seems unlikely that this hydrogenbond is formed. HOPE produces a report that agrees with our manual analysis. This illustrates that HOPE can be used as engine to aid both authors and referees.
Conclusion
We have developed HOPE, a fully automatic mutant web server that can analyse the effect of point mutations on a protein's 3D-structure. We validated this server using a large number of welldescribed point mutations. We found that HOPE is able to give a clear and correct answer that in the majority of cases is similar to the results obtained by manual analysis. HOPE's performance depends on the information that is annotated or can be calculated from the structure. With this in mind, we think that HOPE performs very well in these projects providing clear and useful answers, even though they are not fully complete in some cases.
With the development of HOPE we have provided on small piece of the molecular puzzle: mutation analysis. It is now possible to automatically study the effects of point-mutations in the protein-coding region of the genome. In the future we can think of using HOPE to prioritise these mutations based on the probability that the mutation is disturbing the 3D structure and as such causing a disease. HOPE's analysis can then be added to the process of analysing the results from a NGS-run.
